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Atmospheric Rivers and Water Fluxes in Precipitating
Quasi-geostrophic Turbulence

Thomas K. Edwards, Leslie M. Smith, Samuel N. Stechmann

Most of the poleward transport of water can be accounted for by long narrow corridors
known as Atmospheric Rivers (ARs). ARs are typically associated with extratropical
cyclones, and for dry extratropical cyclones, an idealized prototype has previously been
provided by quasi-geostrophic (QG) dynamics. However, there are few if any studies
that investigate ARs in a QG framework. Here, the overarching question is: do idealized
ARs appear in moist QG dynamics? A precipitating quasi-geostrophic (PQG) model is
explored as a possible prototype for ARs and associated water transport. The setup
uses numerical simulations of geostrophic turbulence with precipitation, in a single
phase. The simulations are shown to produce idealized ARs, and they have reasonably
realistic statistics for such a simple setup. For instance, the model ARs occur roughly
as frequently as in nature, based on commonly used AR identification algorithms. To
produce ARs in this model, it is found that two key ingredients are needed beyond the
dry QG framework: precipitation and a meridional moisture gradient. If either of these
two ingredients is too weak, then less realistic ARs are produced. In addition, for a
range of precipitation rates, a large fraction of the meridional moisture transport is due
to ARs.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) are an important source of water
transport in the atmosphere. They can carry more water than 7-15
Mississippi Rivers combined (Ralph and Dettinger 2011) and are
reported to be able to transport more than 90% of the total mid-
latitude vertically integrated water vapor flux (Zhu and Newell
1998; Gimeno et al. 2014). Due to the amount of water within
these ARs, when one passes by a coastal area with mountainous
topography, it can provide significant amounts of precipitation.
For example, a study by Smith et al. (2010) saw that about 20-
40% of the water vapor in a particular atmospheric river rained
out over northern California in a storm on 29-31 December 2005.
Moreover, in this region and other coastal locations, a significant
portion of the annual precipitation is found to be due to AR
contributions (Dettinger 2011; Ralph et al. 2013; Rutz et al. 2014).

An AR is defined in the Glossary of Meteorology to be “a long,
narrow, and transient corridor of strong horizontal water vapor
transport that is typically associated with a low-level jet stream
ahead of the cold front of an extratropical cyclone” (Ralph et al.
2018). For more discussion on the causes of ARs, see also Dacre
et al. (2015); Gimeno et al. (2016).

Motivation for this study is provided by the long and filamented
regions of water found in snapshots of our PQG simulations, such
as those in figure 1, that resembled ARs. Studies of ARs have
mostly been done using observational data or data from complex

models. Here we ask: do atmospheric rivers form in a simple
model, and if so, what is their collective contribution to meridional
transport in the model?

To investigate these questions, a quasi-geostrophic (QG)
framework is used as it is simple enough to understand
theoretically, yet complex enough to have interesting behavior.
Past achievements based on the quasi-geostrophic equations
include theoretical and numerical analyses of the baroclinic
instability (Charney 1947, 1948; Phillips 1954) and geostrophic
turbulence (Rhines 1979; Salmon 1980). These results have
helped to describe the dynamics in the extratropics.

Observational studies of ARs suggest that it might be possible
to produce idealized ARs within a QG framework. In particular,
ARs are typically associated with extratropical cyclones, and the
quasi-geostrophic equations are often used as a prototype model
for cyclones, baroclinic eddies, and zonal jets. Furthermore, some
studies have used QG thinking in their analysis of observed ARs
(Cordeira et al. 2013; Hecht and Cordeira 2017), and it has
been proposed that the uplift of moisture in regions of horizontal
convergence leads to some properties of the ARs (Dacre et al.
2015). Hence many AR processes are in principle present within
the QG framework.

While the ARs in the QG framework may be less sharp than
in nature if the model lacks fronts, it is hoped that this simple
framework can nevertheless serve as a foundation from which
to build mechanistic understanding. For instance, within a QG
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Figure 1. Example 1: A Snapshot of total water, qt, (top) and corresponding
horizontal velocity at the mid-level, um, (bottom) where the total water is long
narrow and filamented, suggestive of ARs at t = 700; Vr = 1 and Qy = −1. The
domain (x, y) is doubly periodic.

framework, one can investigate what an AR might look like in
the absence of frontogenesis and frontogenetic uplift. If certain
aspects are lacking from the QG ARs, they serve as candidate
aspects that are associated with frontogenesis in particular, beyond
QG aspects of baroclinic eddies.

There are several variations/adaptations of the dry QG
equations to include water substance (e.g., Mak 1982; Bannon
1986; Lapeyre and Held 2004; Lambaerts et al. 2012; Monteiro
and Sukhatme 2016; Smith and Stechmann 2017), which
have provided insight into moist dynamics and the role of
latent heat release in the atmosphere. Here we will use the
precipitating quasi-geostrophic (PQG) equations derived in Smith
and Stechmann (2017). A notable property of the PQG equations
is that they are asymptotic limiting equations of a cloud resolving
model, and thus they allow for phase changes of water, latent heat
release and precipitation (e.g., Kessler 1969; Hernandez-Duenas
et al. 2013).

Using the PQG model in a saturated environment, we show
the presence of ARs, as well as the fact that some of these ARs
can represent a large percentage of the meridional flux. We also
investigate how the meridional gradient of water and rainfall
impact water transport within the model. Moisture transport in
a saturated environment was previously investigated using the
linearized PQG model (Wetzel et al. 2017), whereas here we
study nonlinear dynamics. It would be interesting in the future
to investigate the dynamics with phase changes, in which case
further realism can be included. Here, in the saturated case without

phase changes, a linear eigenmode perspective can be taken (as in
Edwards et al. 2019), and precipitation effects can be included in
a simple way with the fewest number of parameters and without
additional complexities.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the
two-level, single-phase (saturated – i.e. no phase changes) PQG
equations on a β-plane. Section 3 describes the numerical method
used in our simulations, as well as the algorithm used to identify
PQG atmospheric rivers. In section 4, there is a discussion of
the characteristics of the model atmospheric rivers. In section 5,
we examine the effects rainfall and background moisture gradient
on the meridional transport of water. In section 6, we describe
additional parameter studies. The discussion and conclusion are
given in section 7.

2. Description of Precipitating QG Equations

The PQG equations (Smith and Stechmann 2017) are a moist
version of the QG equations. Here we present a brief overview
of the PQG equations, in a two-level setup. For background and
derivations of the dry QG equations, see Salmon (1998); Vallis
(2006); Pedlosky (2013).

Considering the most basic version of PQG, we do not allow
for phase changes. In a saturated environment, the anomalous
contribution to the total water, qt, is equal to the anomalous rain
water, qr:

qt = qr. (1)

Using equation 1, the nondimensional version of saturated, two-
level PQG on a β-plane may be written as:

D1PV1
Dt

+ βv1 = 0 (2a)

D2PV2
Dt

+ βv2 = 0 (2b)

DmM

Dt
= − Vr

∆z
qr = − Vr

∆z
(M −GMθe) (2c)

with

PV1 = ∇2
hψ1 +

(
1

∆z

L

Lds

)2

(ψ2 − ψ1) (3a)

PV2 = ∇2
hψ2 +

(
1

∆z

L

Lds

)2

(ψ1 − ψ2) (3b)

θe =
L

Lds

ψ2 − ψ1

∆z
(3c)

ui = −∂ψi
∂y

for i = 1, 2 (3d)

vi =
∂ψi
∂x

for i = 1, 2 (3e)

um =
u1 + u2

2
(3f)

vm =
v1 + v2

2
. (3g)

Here, uj , vj represent the horizontal components of the fluid
velocity at level j, for the two levels j = 1, 2, or j = m for the
mid-level (the level in the middle of the domain; between level 1
and level 2); θe represents the equivalent potential temperature,
and qt, qr represent the total water and rain water, respectively.
Note that all variables are functions of two spatial variables
(x, y) and time, t. We use the notation D1

Dt (·) = ∂t(·) + u1∂x(·) +

v1∂y(·), and similarly for D2
Dt (·) and Dm

Dt (·). In the QG, the
(depth) averaged velocities um and vm are commonly known as
the barotropic velocities. Note that the thermodynamic variables
θe,M, qt are all located at the mid-level (the level in the middle
of the domain; between level 1 and level 2), and a subscript m
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Table 1. Definition of variables

x = (x, y, z) Horizontal coordinates
t Time
u(x, t) = (u, v, w) Velocities
uh = (u, v) Horizontal velocities
ζ(x, t) = ∂xv − ∂yu Relative vorticity
ψ(x, t) Streamfunction (pressure scaled by constant density)
θ Potential temperature
qv(x, t) Water vapor mixing ratio
qr(x, t) Rain water mixing ratio
qt(x, t) = qv + qr Total water mixing ratio
θe(x, t) = θ + qv Equivalent potential temperature
PV (x, t) = ∇2

hψ + (L/Lds)
2(∂2ψ/∂z2) Potential Vorticity

M(x, t) = qt +GMθe Thermodynamic variable M

Table 2. Dimensional parameters and typical values

L 1000km Horizontal reference length scale for QG
Lds 700km Saturated Rossby deformation radius
cp 103 J kg−1 K−1 Specific heat
Lv 2.5× 106 J Latent heat factor
dθ̃e/dz 1.5 K km−1 Background vertical gradient of equivalent potential temperature
dq̃t/dz −0.6 g kg−1 km−1 Background vertical gradient of total water
VT 0.3− 10 m s−1 Rainfall speed (Precipitation intensity)
U0 10 m s−1 Characteristic mid-latitude horizontal velocity
W0 0.1 m s−1 Characteristic vertical velocity
β0 2.5× 10−11 m−1 s−1 Change in rate of rotation

will be left out to reduce notation. Summaries of the variables,
parameters, and symbols are provided in Tables 1–4.

Notice that the PQG equations use two prognostic variables: the
potential vorticity (as in dry QG) as well as a second variable M
which is not part of dry QG. The evolution of M is described in
equation 2, and M is defined as

M = qt −GMθe, (4)

where the parameter GM is defined in table 3. With the inclusion
of water, an additional dynamical equation is needed, in addition
to the PV equations. While one could use the equation for qt as
the additional equation, the qt-equation has the disadvantage of
containing a term involving the vertical velocity w:

Dmqt
Dt

−GM
Lds
L
w = − Vr

∆z
qt, (5a)

Dmθe
Dt

+
Lds
L
w = 0. (5b)

Hence, it is more convenient and consistent to use a dynamical
moisture equation which also does not explicitly require w. To
obtain such an equation, we define M to be a special linear
combination of qt and θe, chosen to eliminate w by combining
equations 5a and 5b, which leads to the choice of M = qt −
GMθe. A similar idea is used in dry QG: the dynamical equation
for vorticity includes the influence of w, but a PV variable can be
formed which eliminates the influence of w. The combined result,
for PQG, is the system in equations 2 wherew has been eliminated
from all prognostic evolution equations.

Note that latent heating is included, even in this saturated setup
without phase changes. The latent heating term can be seen, e.g.,
in the budget of potential temperature in Eqn. (23) of Smith and
Stechmann (2017). The latent heating is implicitly included in the
model, even though it does not appear explicitly in the equations
above, which were formulated in terms of the thermodynamic
variables qt and θe in (5a)–(5b). At the same time, latent heating

(positive w) and latent cooling (negative w) are both present,
and an asymmetry in vertical velocity is not promoted. A case
with phase changes would be interesting in part because of its
potential for up–down asymmetry, among other reasons, and is an
interesting future case to consider. Here, in a saturated setup, the
effects of a precipitation term can be studied in a simpler setting.

There are four nondimensional parameters in equations 2 (see
table 3), two from the dry physics and two from the moist physics.
Readers familiar with QG will recognize the length-scale ratio,
Lds/L, and the change in the rotation rate with latitude, β (e.g.,
Salmon 1998; Vallis 2006; Pedlosky 2013). The length scale L
is a horizontal reference length scale. The (saturated) Rossby
deformation radius Lds is defined in terms of more fundamental
quantities as Lds = NsH/f , where f is the rotation rate, H is the
reference height, and Ns is the (saturated) buoyancy frequency
or Brunt–Vaisala frequency. Its square N2

s is defined as Ns =

(g/θ0)dθ̃e/dz, where g is the gravitational acceleration, and θ0 is
a typical surface value of temperature. In essence, Lds = NsH/f

is the length scale at which rotation becomes as important as
buoyancy for a saturated region.

In addition to those two dry parameters, there are the
two parameters associated with moisture: the ratio of the
background, vertical gradients of total water and equivalent
potential temperature, GM ; and the rainfall speed, Vr . Note that
Vr in the model is best interpreted as a proxy for the amount of
rainfall, rather than as a speed associated with droplets.

Similar to the dry case, the two-level equations 2 were obtained
by taking a finite difference in z of the continuously stratified
PQG equations. As commonly done in the dry case, the boundary
condition θe = 0 is imposed at both the top and bottom boundaries
(e.g. in Held and O’Brien 1992). For the moist equations, we
apply the additional constraint of zero water inflow at the top
boundary. In the horizontal directions, doubly periodic boundary
conditions are imposed. For more details regarding the derivation
of the equations and the boundary conditions, see Edwards et al.
(2019).
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Table 3. Nondimensional parameters

L/Lds Nondimensional ratio of length scales
β = L2β0/U0 Nondimensional change in rate of rotation
GM = −Lvc−1

p (dq̃t/dz) (dθ̃e/dz)
−1 Ratio of the background vertical gradients of qr and θe

Vr = VT /W0 Nondimensional rainfall speed

Table 4. Notation for Symbols

D
Dt = ∂t + u · ∇h Material derivative
∇h = x̂ ∂x + ŷ ∂y Horizontal laplacian
Dh
Dt = ∂t + uh · ∇h Horizontal material derivative
(·)1 (·) at level 1
(·)2 (·) at level 2
(·)m (·) at the mid-domain (between level 1 and level 2)

3. Methods and Algorithms

3.1. Simulation details

To investigate the structure and statistics of ARs and
water transport, equations 2 are initialized with baroclinically
unstable conditions (Salmon 1998; Vallis 2006; Pedlosky 2013).
Furthermore, the instability will help to drive the system to a
statistical steady state, and the instability arises from imposing
a background zonal flow with constant vertical shear U , and
a background equivalent potential temperature, decreasing from
south to north with constant gradient Θ. Then the equations take
the form:

D1PV1
Dt

− U∂xPV1 + v1∂yPV1,bg + βv1

= −κM∆ψ1 − ν∆4PV1

(6a)

D2PV2
Dt

+ U∂xPV2 + v2∂yPV2,bg + βv2 = −ν∆4PV2 (6b)

DmM

Dt
+ vm∂yMbg = − Vr

∆z
(M −GMθe)− ν∆4M, (6c)

where the background meridional gradients of potential
vorticity are labeled as PV1,bg and PV2,bg .

For consistency within the QG framework, the values of U ,
Θ, PV1,bg and PV2,bg are all related by one free parameter,
e.g., Θ, PV1,bg and PV2,bg may be determined from the value
of U (Salmon 1998; Vallis 2006; Pedlosky 2013). A constant
background meridional gradient of water, Qy , is also included
such that the background M term is given by Mbg = (Qy +

GMΘ)y. Additional dissipation terms of 4th-order hyperviscosity
and lower-level friction were also included (see also Edwards et al.
2019).

Equations 6 were evolved using a pseudospectral solver on a
doubly periodic domain in the horizontal directions, with three-
halves padding for de-aliasing. Time-stepping was done by a 3rd-
order Runge-Kutta scheme with an adaptive ∆t chosen to satisfy
the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition to ensure that the
numerical time integration is stable. In brief, this means that the
time step ∆t is chosen to be smaller than each of the reference
time scales of the system, such as the advective time scale ∆x/u,
the baroclinic wave time scale, and the hyperviscosity time scale.
Since the advective time scale is defined in terms of the velocities
u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t) which are evolving in time, the time step
∆t will be adaptive in the sense that a different ∆t value could
arise at different times, depending on the velocity values. Most
of the simulations used resolution N2 = 2562 Fourier modes for
approximately 400 days, in order to allow for a large number of
over 70 simulations across different parameter values. Additional

simulations with higher resolution of N2 = 5122 showed ARs
that look essentially the same, since the precipitation creates ARs
that are synoptic-scale features and are somewhat coherent. The
initial condition was a band of eigenmodes centered around the
unstable wave-vector (k, l) = (3, 1), and the simulations were run
long enough to obtain statistical steady states. More details about
the eigenmodes can be found in the appendix of Edwards et al.
(2019).

The dry parameter values are β = 2.5, κM = 0.05, ν = 5×
10−15 and kds = 4, and were chosen to match the (dry) mid-
latitude atmosphere case studied in Qi and Majda (2016). Instead
of the value U = 0.2 as in their study, we used the value U = 0.25

because it produced a jet with more undulations, and was thus
more conducive to the formation of ARs.

The parameters reflecting the presence of water are GM , Qy
and Vr . Recall that GM depends on the background vertical
gradient of water, and Qy is the background meridional gradient
of water. Unless otherwise noted, we fix the values GM = 1

and Qy = −1 such that Mbg = (Qy +GMΘ)y = (−1 + Θ)y. As
mentioned above, the parameter Vr can be interpreted as a
surrogate for the total amount of precipitation, and we study the
characteristics of PQG atmospheric rivers with varying Vr .

3.2. Atmospheric River Identification Algorithm

There are several methods to identify ARs, most of which
depend on intensity and/or geometry thresholds. These can be
largely split into three categories (Guan and Waliser 2015): (1)
methods which use a single observation site or model grid cell,
(e.g. Neiman et al. 2009; Dettinger 2011; Ralph et al. 2013), (2)
methods which track pre-selected cross-sections while satisfying
a set criteria for the geometry and intensity, (e.g. Lavers et al.
2011, 2012; Nayak et al. 2014; Gao et al. 2015), and (3) methods
which consider geometry and intensity thresholds throughout the
domain and identifying any ARs in the domain (e.g. Wick et al.
2013; Jiang et al. 2014; Rutz et al. 2014; Guan and Waliser 2015).
The first method is useful for studying AR landfalls in small, local
areas; the second method is applied in regional studies concerning
AR landfalls; and the third method is for larger domains, where
the interest is not only on AR landfalls.

In addition, the algorithms typically depend on either integrated
water vapor (IWV), or integrated vapor transport (IVT). In
earlier works, IWV was used to identify and measure the AR’s
intensity and spatial distribution (e.g. in Ralph et al. 2004; Neiman
et al. 2008) since these studies used satellite-based observations.
However, more recently, IVT has been used because it is more
directly related to precipitation and depends less on surface
elevation (e.g. in Rutz et al. 2014; Ralph et al. 2019).

Here, the method to identify atmospheric rivers is essentially
based on the algorithm found in Guan and Waliser (2015), which
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is a method in the third family. A choice from the third family was
used because our model has no topography and therefore does not
investigate AR landfalls, and also because of the fact that it can
be used to study large scales, and does not require a pre-selection
of a cross-section. To be consistent with their algorithm, we also
chose IVT to be the variable of interest over IWV. As our model
only has qt(z) at z = zm (at the mid-level), the qt will be assumed
to be independent of z for simplicity.

The general idea is to identify locations of high intensity with
the correct orientation, and that also have specific geometries
(long and thin). First, to find high intensity IVT regions, the
algorithm identifies connected regions in which the magnitude of
the water transport is at least at the 85th percentile. The direction
of mean water transport is then determined for each of these
regions, and compared to the water transport direction in each cell.
If the direction of water transport in more than half of the grid
cells deviates by more than 45o from the direction of mean water
transport, then the region is removed from the possible candidates
for an AR.

To determine if the high intensity IVT regions have the correct
geometry, the line connecting the two points which are furthest
apart from each other, known as the major axis, is first identified.
If the orientation of the major axis differs from the direction of
the mean water transport direction by more than 45o, this region
is also discarded.

For each remaining candidate AR, the length is considered to
be the length of the major axis. The width is computed by taking
the area of each such candidate region and dividing by the length.
If the region has a length greater than a length threshold, and if
it also has a ratio of length/width greater than 2, than we define
this to be an AR. In Guan and Waliser (2015), a length threshold
of 2000 km is used, whereas in our case, because the domain is
smaller, we use an adjusted threshold of 1000 km.

4. Characteristics of QG atmospheric rivers

In this section we explore to what extent atmospheric rivers
appear, the characteristics that they have, and also the effect of
varying the rainfall parameter Vr on the number of occurrences of
the ARs.

As background for comparison with the model, in nature most
ARs appear as very long and thin corridors of water transport, a
typical example being a long filament reaching from the Hawaiian
islands to northern California. Moreover, ARs are known to carry
a large percentage of meridional water flux (Zhu and Newell
1998). There is a tendency for ARs to appear more frequently
in the winter, due to the strong association with extra-tropical
cyclones (Gimeno et al. 2014). For the time period between 2008-
2010, Waliser et al. (2012) counted a total of 259 ARs (122
for the first year; 137 for the second), in roughly 5 different
regions (North-East Pacific, South-East Pacific, North Atlantic,
South Atlantic, South Indian) with approximately a quarter of the
ARs making landfall.

We present two examples of ARs identified by the algorithm
mentioned in section 3.2. Figures 1 and 2 show the anomalous
total water, qt, and the zonal velocity, um. Both figures show
that qt is concentrated in filamentary regions located within the
eastward zonal jet. Away from the eastward zonal jet, the qt
anomalies are weaker and less filamentary.

Figures 3 and 4 show the ARs that were identified and the
accompanying snapshots of uqt and vqt fields used as part of
the AR identification algorithm. The regions of strongest water
transport in the x and y direction are, as one would expect, regions
where qt and u, v are strong. These regions appear to correspond
with the locations of the strongest winds of the zonal jet in the
cases represented by figures 3 and 4. The AR in figure 4 especially

Figure 2. Example 2: Snapshot of qt (top) and um (bottom) at t = 360; Vr = 1
and Qy = −1. The arrows on the qt plot represent the intensity and direction of
the water transport (uqt, vqt).

shows that these structures can appear to be long and filamentary,
like those seen in nature (see e.g. Neiman et al. 2008; Ralph et al.
2019, for ARs in nature).

Interestingly, in figures 1 and 3, while the filamentary region in
1 ≤ x ≤ 3,−2 ≤ y ≤ 0 looks like an AR by eye, it is not captured
by the algorithm. As mentioned above, the following factors could
cause this region to be excluded as an AR: the total magnitude of
the water flux does not meet the threshold value; the region does
not having the required geometry; or the geometry does not match
the water transport direction.

Since the PQG model has a proxy parameter for the amount of
precipitation, Vr , one might be ask how the rainfall parameter Vr
affects the occurrences of ARs? Thus we compared simulations
with seven values of Vr in the range 0.01 ≤ Vr ≤ 10, and all other
parameters held fixed.

For each value of Vr , we ran 10 simulations using different
initial conditions for qt, and counted the number of ARs detected
by the algorithm in each simulation. To ensure that we did not
count the same ARs more than once, we ran the algorithm on
snapshots taken 20 time units apart (one time unit corresponds
to approximately one day). In figure 5, the vertical lines show the
span of AR counts for the ten different simulations, and each circle
indicates the average number of ARs for the simulation group with
fixed Vr .

As seen from figure 5, for Vr values which are O(1) (order
of magnitude 1) or less, the number of occurrences of ARs
are O(10) and for Vr that are larger, there are approximately
an order of magnitude less. As a possible explanation, in this
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Figure 3. Example 1: Snapshot of river (top), vqt (middle), uqt (bottom) t = 700;
Vr = 1 andQy = −1. The arrows on the river snapshot represent the intensity and
direction of the water transport (uqt, vqt).

model, it is known that for large Vr (Vr > O(10)), qt will largely
resemble the vertical velocity, w, and will show less influence
from horizontal advection (Edwards et al. 2019). This results in
qt being less filamentary, and therefore in fewer ARs. On the
other hand, it is also known that for small Vr (Vr < O(0.1)), qt
will appear to be very filamentary and lack some of the large
scale structures (see Edwards et al. 2019, for illustrations). As
one quantitative measure of whether qt is filamentary or coherent,
Edwards et al. (2019) analyzed the spectrum of qt variance in
Fourier space. The qt spectrum can serve an indicator of the degree
of filamentation, as well as an indicator of how the filamentation

Figure 4. Example 2: Snapshot of river (top), vqt (middle), uqt (bottom) t = 360;
Vr = 1 andQy = −1. The arrows on the river snapshot represent the intensity and
direction of the water transport (uqt, vqt).

changes for different Vr values. The behavior of the spectrum and
filamentation can also be described using a theoretical analysis
and scale analysis (Edwards et al. 2019), as summarized here in
the present paragraph. For the small Vr case, qt is essentially a
passive tracer, as can be seen from (5a), and precipitation will be
absent as a driver of AR formation.

In brief, to summarize, Vr = O(1) leads to the most realistic or
coherent ARs in PQG. If, instead, Vr is small, then there is not
enough precipitation to drive the formation of a coherent AR. At
the other extreme, if Vr is large, then the effects of precipitation
will dominate over other processes. In the middle, if Vr = O(1),
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Figure 5. Number of atmospheric rivers as a function of the rainfall parameter,
Vr ; Qy = −1; vertical lines are the span of the AR counts for the individual
simulations; circles indicates the average number of rivers in each simulation group.

then the precipitation works in concert with the baroclinic eddies
to generate coherent ARs. Referring to the moisture budget in
(5a), the ARs involve the influence of precipitation, −(Vr/∆z)qt,
advection, Dmqt/Dt, and uplift, GM (Lds/L)w.
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5. Meridional water transport

In this section, we explore the characteristics of meridional
water transport. In particular, we focus on the effects of two
parameters – the meridional background gradient of waterQy , and
the influence of precipitation Vr . In addition, we also investigate
how much of the meridional transport is related to ARs. The moist
parameters are fixed with Vr = 1, Qy = −1 unless otherwise
noted.

It has been reported that atmospheric rivers in nature can
provide more than 90% of the total mid-latitude vertically
integrated water vapor flux (Zhu and Newell 1998; Gimeno et al.
2014). To make such an assessment, Zhu and Newell (1998) split
the total water flux Qt into a “broad flux” Qb and a “river flux”
Qr .

This splitting is computed by

Qr ≥ Qmean + 0.3(Qmax −Qmean) (7)

where Qr is themagnitude of the water flux at a given point,
Qmean is the zonally averaged magnitude of the water flux at
the latitude corresponding to the given point, and Qmax is the
maximum magnitude of the water flux at the same latitude. If the
inequality holds, the point is considered to be part of the river
flux. An example is shown in Figure 6 to illustrate the splitting
into river flux and broad flux. This is the example case that was
also discussed earlier in figures 2 and 4. From figure 6, one can
see the intuitive meaning of the splitting: the river flux is defined
as the flux that is significantly larger than the zonally averaged
flux at a given latitude.

Applying the above criteria to PQG simulations, one might ask:
how much of the meridional water flux is related to ARs? By
taking the zonal average of the plot in figure 6, it can be seen
from figure 7 that the river flux contains much of the meridional
flux, as was seen in observational data (Zhu and Newell 1998).
Generally speaking, figure 7 shows that the regions between the
north and south edges of the zonal jet (roughtly y ≈ 1.5 and y ≈
−1.5) contain the strongest zonally-averaged meridional flux. For
instance, near the south side of the jet at approximately y = −1

(see snapshot of um in figure 2 for reference), the total flux is
0.30 and the river flux is 0.25, so that the river flux accounts for
approximately 83% of the total flux. Similarly, near the north side
of the jet at approximately y = 1.5, the total flux is 0.17 and the
river flux is 0.10, so that the river flux accounts for approximately
59% of the total flux.

Given that the water flux is strongest at particular latitudes, we
next explore connections with the latitudes of largest anomalies of
water, qt. To see the time evolution, we plot the zonal averages,
expressed as (̄·), of um, θe, qt, vqt, in figure 8. To indicate the
most important latitudes, the zonal jet can be seen in the top
plot, which shows zonally averaged um. The zonally averaged
potential temperature appears to also have the jet-like structure,
with a phase-shift in the y-direction, so that the meridional θe
gradient is strongest at the latitude of the zonal jet. For the water,
qt, there is strong positive/negative qt above/below the region in
the eastward jet with the strongest wind, indicated by the black
line. The bottom plot shows that the meridional transport of water
is strongest where the eastward jet is located. Hence, the water
qt has its maximum to the north of the jet, whereas θe has its
maximum to the south of the jet; and the water flux is aligned with
the location of the jet, in a way that contributes to maintaining
excess water to the north of the jet.

Another point of interest may be how the meridional water
flux behaves over time. To more clearly see the time evolution,
Figure 9 shows the total meridional θe flux < vθe > (top panel),
and total meridional water flux < vqt > (bottom panel) as
functions of time, for a long-time simulation (final T = 2000

Figure 6. The “river flux” (top) and “broad flux” (bottom) determined from
equation 7, based on the algorithm of Zhu and Newell (1998).

Figure 7. Zonally averaged meridional fluxes where “rivers” are identified by
equation 7, based on the algorithm of Zhu and Newell (1998).

compared to the typical value of T = 400) with Vr = 1, Qy =

−1. The two curves in each plot indicate the total flux and the
positive flux, which are related by < vqt >total=< vqt >positive
−| < vqt >negative |, such that smaller distances between the two
curves indicate less negative flux. One noteworthy point is that
the flux time series are both intermittent, with maximum flux
occurring in bursts at certain times. Comparing top and bottom
panels, one can also see that spikes in < vqt >total corresponds
to spikes in < vθe >total (for example, compare the peaks at
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Figure 8. Zonally averaged um (top), θe (second), qt (third), vqt (bottom) as a function of time (Vr = 1, Qy = −1). The dark line represents the location of where
zonally averaged um is the strongest.

t ≈ 1350). Hence, bursts of heat flux and moisture flux seem to
occur concomitantly.

Referring to figure 9, we note again that < vqr >total total is
always positive, and that there is very little negative flux, since
the curves for < vqr >total and < vqr >positive almost overlap
with each other. Next, we show how the positive and negative
contributions to the total meridional flux< vqr >total are affected
by changes in the parameters moist Qy and Vr .

To contrast the cases Qy = −1 and Qy = 0 while keeping
Vr = 1 fixed, the case with Qy = −1 is re-plotted in figure 10, for
ease of comparison to the case with Qy = 0 shown in figure 11.
For Qy = −1, as discussed above, figure 10 shows that the total
meridional flux is mostly positive.

For Qy = 0, figure 11 shows that the total meridional flux
is centered around zero, and indicates that the negative flux
is significant. Therefore, as one might expect, the meridional
gradient Qy allows for the meridional water flux to be nonzero
and positive in our simulations.

Finally, we illustrate how meridional water flux changes as
the rainfall parameter Vr varies, while keeping the background
flux Qy = −1 held fixed. Comparing figures 10 (Vr = 1) and 12
(Vr = 0.1 and Vr = 10), one can see that the amplitude of the total
flux decreases with increasing Vr , as expected from the dissipative
nature of the rainfall term. An interesting feature, however, is
that with increasing Vr , the positive flux converges to the total
flux, indicating that there is less negative flux. Once Vr is strong
enough, the total flux appears to be almost always positive. This
fact can also be seen by computing the average percentage of the
total flux to the positive flux as shown in table 5.

6. Additional Parameter Studies

In addition to the parameters Vr and Qy which were varied above
(e.g., 70 total simulations were conducted to explore 7 different
Vr values), the dry parameters such as β, and the other moist
parameter GM , can potentially effect some of the behavior of the
water flux and presence of ARs.
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Figure 9. The total meridional θe flux < vθe > and total meridional water flux < vqt > as a function of time. Vr = 1, Qy = −1.

Figure 10. The total meridional flux < vqt > as a function of time, with Vr =
1, Qy = −1.

Figure 11. The total meridional flux < vqt > as a function of time, with Vr =
1, Qy = 0. The total meridional flux seems to be centered around zero.

Figure 12. The total meridional flux < vqt > as a function of time for Vr = 0.1
(top) and Vr = 10 (bottom); Qy = −1.

Based on some preliminary simulations done with different
values of β, it was observed that when the jet was stronger, water
would organize near the jet boundary more consistently, whereas
for the case of a weak jet which would intermittently show vortical
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Vr < vqt >total / < vqt >positive
0.01 0.161
0.1 0.654
1 0.838
10 0.929

Table 5. The ratio between the total meridional water flux and the positive
meridional averaged over time. Larger values of Vr correspond to values closer
to 1, meaning that the amount of negative flux is decreasing and that the total
flux is composed mostly of the positive flux.

behavior, the organization of water seemed to be less coherent.
However, for both β = 2 and β = 3, the number of ARs identified
were 23 and 15, and are comparable in order of magnitude to the
β = 2.5 case used in the other sections where the number of ARs
observed ranged from 6 to 14. The less coherent nature of the
zonal jet for β = 2 contributed to the higher counts in the ARs.

Simulations with different values of GM were also compared.
For values of GM = 1.1 and GM = 1.5, there appeared to be no
significant differences from the case GM = 1, except for slight
differences in amplitude as can be seen in figure 13. A ten percent
change in GM appears to change the amplitude by approximately
10 percent, and the number of ARs identified were 14 for both
the case of GM = 1 and GM = 1.1. In this model, it is known
that changing GM will result in the large scales having more
differences than the smaller scales (Edwards et al. 2019). This can
also be seen from the “Difference” plot from figure 13 where the
main difference is in the large scales.

7. Conclusions

In summary, our objective was to investigate the presence
of ARs in a moist QG framework. The 2-level PQG equations
were used in a saturated, precipitating environment without phase
changes, in order to explore cases with reduced complexity. The
idea is the following: if this case can produce idealized ARs,
then one would expect that further realism can be achieved by
incorporating more physics, such as phase changes and additional
vertical levels.

Even within our simple model setup, the simulations
demonstrate that ARs are identified by a commonly used AR
identification algorithm (Guan and Waliser 2015). Moreover, as
in nature, it was seen that the model ARs contribute a substantial
amount of meridional moisture flux relative to their small and
narrow size.

To produce the model ARs, two main moist ingredients were
needed, beyond the baroclinic instability that is typical of QG
frameworks: precipitation and a meridional moisture gradient.
Associated with these ingredients are two parameters – Vr and
Qy , respectively – and if either ingredient is too weak, then the
model ARs are less frequent and contribute less significantly to
the meridional water transport. The QG framework includes some
of the rudimentary physical mechanisms seen in the water vapor
budgets of ARs in nature (e.g., Cordeira et al. 2013; Hecht and
Cordeira 2017), including horizontal convergence of water vapor
associated with ascent, along with precipitation.

Overall, this study suggests that the PQG model can help
to elucidate large-scale features of the midlatitude atmosphere
that are intimately connected to the presence of water. In the
future, the full version of PQG with phase changes (Smith and
Stechmann 2017) could allow for further insight. It would also
be interesting to investigate and compare ARs in a hierarchy of
models of varying complexity. For instance, global climate model
studies allow a more comprehensive treatment including land
effects (e.g., Warner et al. 2015; Payne and Magnusdottir 2015),

Figure 13. Snapshots of qt with GM = 1 (top) with GM = 1.1 (middle) and the
difference between the two (bottom). Vr = 1, Qy = −1

and aquaplanet studies without land could offer another level of
intermediate complexity within a model hierarchy (e.g., Hagos
et al. 2015).
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